
 
 

 

Innovative restructuring solutions amid COVID-19 
 

 
COVID-19 has had, and will continue to have, wide-sweeping effects to businesses and the economy. 
Unsurprisingly, cash-flow across most industries has taken a major hit and ongoing monthly 
liabilities (employee entitlements, taxation liabilities, commercial leases, equipment leases, debt 
servicing and contractual payments) still need to be met. The Federal and State Governments have 
introduced various initiatives to assist businesses through these tough times and to stimulate the 
economy. This will provide some “breathing room” for some businesses in terms of some tax liabilities 
and debt servicing. However, for the majority of businesses (including those with some cash 
reserves), this breathing room will not be enough to weather the COVID-19 storm, which is expected 
to last months, not weeks.  
 
The purpose of this brief note is not to tell you things you already know. It is to share some insight on 
what you should consider as being in your armoury when charged with making hard financial and 
commercial decisions in these unprecedented times. People are talking about businesses 
renegotiating “terms” with creditors. This will not really work because this has a chain effect and one 
business’s income is another business’s expense. The other possibility that has been thrown around 
is “safe harbour” (despite many directors still not knowing what this is), which operates as a defence 
to an insolvent trading claim (if properly engaged). However, this will not solve cash-flow issues and, 
due to the current economic outlook, there will not be sufficient time to implement and monitor a 
“better outcome plan.” Neither of these options will stop businesses haemorrhaging.  
 
The solution instead needs to be focused on breaking the downward spiral and reimagining 
restructuring services, including improvisations and innovations around what is next for a business 
in terms of strategic positioning and revenue flow. This is where a holding Deed of Company 
Arrangement (DOCA) comes in. A holding DOCA is not defined in legislation, but it enables a 
voluntary administrator appointed to the company (or the directors or third parties) to develop 
proposals for the restructure or resuscitation of the company. A holding DOCA will be a “win” for a 
company in the face of COVID-19 because: 
 
 it is legally valid if it complies with the objects set out in section 435A of the Corporations Act 2001 

(Cth) by maximising the chances of the company continuing to exist or providing the opportunity 
for creditors to obtaining a better return than a winding up. The High Court has confirmed their 
validity in such circumstances;  

 it is flexible and enables the creditors and a company to determine what may be contained within 
it;  

 it does not need to contain any concrete provisions on the future of the company or any immediate 
benefits for creditors or any distribution of property of the company; and 
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 it creates a moratorium from the company being pursued by any creditor whilst in “external 
administration”. 

A holding DOCA ultimately buys “breathing room” for restructuring a company’s affairs, which is 
what businesses now desperately need. The only slight drawback to a holding DOCA is in relation to 
company contracts pre 1 July 2018 that contain termination clauses if a company goes into external 
administration (also called ipso facto clauses). However, this will not necessarily be a deal breaker, as 
many contracts entered after 1 July 2018 can no longer be terminated based on an ipso facto clause.  
 
What is critical at this time, is businesses seeking advice from accredited professional members of 
the Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround Association (ARITA). The market is 
notoriously littered with “dodgy” pre-have insolvency advisors, who should be avoided. ARITA is the 
only industry association in this space that mandates specialised and tertiary expertise in 
restructuring and insolvency, and manages ongoing education requirements of its professional 
membership.  
 
Please contact Hannah Griffiths, Senior Associate – Restructuring and Insolvency, to arrange a 1-
hour obligation-free consultation with her and one of our affiliate insolvency practitioners to obtain 
independent professional advice on the financial health of their business, the legal implications of 
that financial health check and to discuss the suitability of a holding DOCA. Hannah has over 15 
years’ in working with businesses in restructuring, turnaround and insolvency and is a professional 
member of ARITA. Hannah, and the like-minded insolvency practitioners with whom she works, are 
passionate about providing a professional service which is upfront, responsive and practically 
geared to resuscitate businesses experiencing financial stress (and distress) in the face of COVID-19.  
 
Acting swiftly to obtain professional advice from advisors in this space is essential to maximise the 
chance of successfully restructuring and obtaining “breathing room”.   
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